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1)Bristi and Sristi went to a night club. Bristi drank wine and offered Sristi to take wine. Sristi 
said, “I am a pure Muslim and I follow the Islamic rules”. But in heart she wanted to get a chance 
to drink the wine secretly. 

a) What is an unpardonable act?        * 
b) “Verily, shirk is the extreme tyranny”-explain in brief.    ** 
c) What is the consequences of the character of Bristi? Discuss.    *** 
d) Do you agree that Sristi is a true Muslim? Evaluate the results of Sristi's  

activities in the light of Quran and Hadith.      **** 
 

2) Mr.Ferdous a dweller pf Dhaka city is an employee of private company. He does not say any 
type of words which is not necessary. He also does not spend money without necessity. On the 
other hand, Foysal is the employee of the same office. He often finds others faults and remains 
busy with criticizing and slandering. 

a) What does Fitna Fasad mean?        * 
b) Mention the ways of self-purification.       ** 
c) Evaluate the consequences of Foysal's activities according to the stem.  *** 
d) Describe the importance of the activities of Mr. Ferdous  according to Islam.  **** 

 

3) Mr.Abul kalam has two daughters. He has no son. In spite of having no son he has no tenson. 
He provides them with good education.  When he becomes  ill, he handed over his land to his 
brother and gave him the duty of taking care of his daughters and arrenged their marriage.  But 
his brother Mr.Abul Hossen broke his promise and grabbed the amanat. 

a)  What is Qalb?          * 
b) What do you mean by  Riba and Bribery?       ** 
c) “Mr.Abul kalam showed his behaviour for his daughters according to the 

 ideology of Islam.” Analyze according to your text book.    *** 
d) What will be the consequences of Mr.Abul Hossen? Explain in the light of Islam. **** 

 
 



• Shortly write the answer of these following questions: (Each answer will be regarded as 
one star)     
    
 

1) Which practice leads to paradise?  
2) What is the Arabic word for ‘Grabber’? 
3) Who is a ‘Kazib’? 
4) What is the Arabic version of ‘commanding good deeds' and ‘forbidding bad deeds’? 
5) What is meant by ‘Taqdir’? 
6) What is the opposite of ‘Husnul khulk’? 
7) What is ‘Shafaat’? 
8) How hypocrites are liars? 
9) To disbelieve in the existence of Allah is known as-? 
10) Who will take recommendations?  
11) A total of how many revealed books have been sent on earth? 
12) Through which, ones Iman is fostered?  
13) Drinking wine is the sign of a-? 
14) What does ‘Al-Furkan’ mean? 
15) What is the difference between ‘Khayin’ and ‘Amin’? 
16) What do you mean by spending according to need? 
17) What do you mean by ‘Indolence’? 
18) What is the opposite of ‘Courtesy’?  
19) What does the Arabic word ‘Irhab’ mean? 
20) What does ‘Al-Hasadu’ mean? 

 

 

 

 


